We construct two types of phase spaces for asymptotically de Sitter Einstein-Hilbert gravity in each spacetime dimension d ≥ 3. One type contains solutions asymptotic to the expanding spatially-flat (k = 0) cosmological patch of de Sitter space while the other is asymptotic to the expanding hyperbolic (k = −1) patch. Each phase space has a non-trivial asymptotic symmetry group (ASG) which includes the isometry group of the corresponding de Sitter patch. For d = 3 and k = −1 our ASG also contains additional generators and leads to a Virasoro algebra with vanishing central charge. Furthermore, we identify an interesting algebra (even larger than the ASG) containing two Virasoro algebras related by a reality condition and having imaginary central charges ±i 3 2G . On the appropriate phase spaces, our charges agree with those obtained previously using dS/CFT methods. Thus we provide a sense in which (some of) the dS/CFT charges act on a well-defined phase space. Along the way we show that, despite the lack of local degrees of freedom, the d = 3, k = −1 phase space is non-trivial even in pure Λ > 0 Einstein-Hilbert gravity due to the existence of a family of 'wormhole' solutions labeled by their angular momentum, a mass-like parameter θ 0 , the topology of future infinity (I + ), and perhaps additional internal moduli.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spacetimes that approximate de Sitter space (dS) form the basis of inflationary early universe cosmology and also give a rough description of our current universe. One expects this description to further improve in the future as the cosmological expansion dilutes the various forms of matter, and that in tens of Gyrs it will become quite good indeed. Yet certain classic issues in gravitational physics, such as the construction of phase spaces and conserved charges, are less well developed in the de Sitter context than for asymptotically flat or asymptotically AdS spacetimes; see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . While there have been many discussions of de Sitter charges (see [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ) over a broad span of time, most of these [7] [8] [9] [10] 13] do not construct a phase space in which the charges generate the associated diffeomorphisms while the remainder [11, 12] define phase spaces in which many of the expected charges diverge.
This hole in the literature is presumably due, at least in part, to the fact that global de Sitter space admits a compact Cauchy surface of topology S d−1 . It is thus natural to define a phase space (which we call the k = +1 phase space, Γ(dS k=+1 )) which contains all solutions with an S d−1 Cauchy surface. Since S d−1 is compact, there is no need to impose further boundary conditions. The constraints then imply that all gravitational charges vanish identically. All diffeomorphisms are gauge symmetries and the asymptotic symmetry group is trivial.
On the other hand, it is natural in cosmological contexts to consider pieces of de Sitter space which may be foliated by either flat (k = 0) or hyperbolic (k = −1) Cauchy surfaces.
We call these patches dS k=0 and dS k=−1 respectively, see Figs. 1, 2. These Cauchy surfaces are non-compact, and boundary conditions are required in the resulting asymptotic regions.
The purpose of this paper is to construct associated phase spaces (for both k = 0, −1) of asymptotically de Sitter solutions in d ≥ 3 spacetime dimensions for which the expected charges are finite and conserved. As there are claims [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] in the literature that the socalled 'dilatation symmetry' of the k = 0 patch is broken at the quantum level (though see [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ), it is particularly important to verify that this is indeed a symmetry of an appropriate classical gravitational phase space for k = 0.
In most cases below the resulting asymptotic symmetry group (ASG) is the isometry group of the associated (flat-or hyperbolic-sliced) patch of dS, though for k = −1 and d = 3
we find that the obvious rotational symmetry is enlarged to a (single) Virasoro algebra in the ASG. The structure is somewhat similar to that recently seen in the Kerr/CFT context [29, 30] , though in our present case the central charge vanishes due to a reflection symmetry in the angular direction. We also identify an interesting algebra somewhat larger than the ASG which contains two Virasoro algebras related by a reality condition and having imaginary central charges (in agreement with [31] [32] [33] [34] ). We note, however, that the extra generators (outside the ASG) have incomplete flows on our classical phase space. Thus real classical charges of this sort will not lead to self-adjoint operators at the quantum level.
We construct the phase spaces Γ(dS k=0 ) and Γ(dS k=−1 ) associated with dS k=0 and dS k=−1 below in sections II and III. In each case, we find that our final expressions agree with the relevant charges of [9, 10, 13] when we impose a certain gauge condition in the asymptotic region 1 . Though the charges of [9, 10, 13] differ from ours (and in fact diverge) in a general gauge, this nevertheless provides a sense in which those charges generate canonical trans- 1 We expect the same to be true of [8] . However, the fact that [8] used a Chern-Simons formulation makes direct comparison non-trivial; we will not attempt it here. We also make no direct comparison with ref. [7] , which worked perturbatively around dS, though we again expect agreement in the appropriate regime.
formations on a well-defined phase space. We close with some final discussion in section IV which in particular compares our phase space with those of [11, 12] .
II. THE PHASE SPACE Γ(dS k=0 )
Our first phase space will consist of spacetimes asymptotic to the expanding spatially-flat (k = 0) patch of de Sitter space (see figure 1 ) in d ≥ 3 spacetime dimensions for which the metric takes the familiar form
Here δ ij is a Kroenecker delta and i, j range over the d − 1 spatial coordinates. We will refer to this patch as dS k=0 and the corresponding phase space as Γ(dS k=0 ). For future reference we note that the symmetries of dS k=0 are generated by three types of Killing fields (dilations, translations, and rotations) which take the following forms
Elements of our phase space are globally hyperbolic solutions to the Einstein equation in d ≥ 3 spacetime dimensions with positive cosmological constant
and topology R d . Introducing a time-function t defines a foliation of (t = constant) spacelike slices Σ. Choosing coordinates x i ∈ R d−1 on each slice, the metric may then be written in the form
We define Γ(dS k=0 ) to contain such spacetimes for which, on any t = constant slice Σ, the induced metric h ij , the canonical momentumπ ij = √ hπ ij , the lapse N , and the shift N i satisfy the boundary conditions
at large r = δ ij x i x j , with
and where
In order for time evolution to preserve (2.5) the lapse, shift and momentum must satisfy the additional relation
This final condition was obtained by writing the equations of motion to leading order, imposing (2.5) and requiring thatḣ (d−2) ij = 0 (no further condition is required to makeπ
odd). In all of the explicit examples we consider below this condition is satisfied trivially.
We also assume that the nth derivative of the O(r
The definitions (2.7) were chosen so that ∆h ij = 0 = ∆π ij for exact de Sitter (Eq. (2.1)).
We also note that (2.5) together with the constraints (2.18), ensures that
9)
2 A study of the symplectic structure (eq. (2.11) below) indicates that these boundary conditions can be significantly relaxed, presumably allowing radiation that falls off more slowly at large r. However, doing so requires non-trivial use of the equations of motion to make explicit the fact that the charges associated with (2.2) are finite. We have not attempted to complete such an analysis as we see no obvious advantage to weakening the boundary conditions (2.5).
Let us now consider two tangent vectors (δ 1 h ij , δ 1π ij ) and (δ 2 h ij , δ 2π ij ) to Γ(dS k=0 ). In order for our phase space to be well defined we must show that the symplectic product of these two tangent vectors is finite and independent of the Cauchy surface on which it is evaluated, i.e. independent of t. Our boundary conditions suffice to guarantee both of these conditions. Equations (2.5) and (2.9) imply convergence of the standard expression
for the symplectic product (see e.g. [35] ). Furthermore, we will show in section II B below that the (time-depenedent) Hamiltonian H(∂ t ) (see (2.17)) defined by some N, N i satisfying (2.5) i) has well-defined variations and ii) generates an evolution that preserves the boundary conditions (2.5) on h ij andπ ij . This in turn guarantees that ω(δ 1 g, δ 2 g) is time independent.
3 Thus, we conclude that Γ(dS k=0 ) is well-defined . Below we compute asymptotic symmetries and conserved charges, largely following the approach of [2] [3] [4] .
A. Asymptotic Symmetries
We begin by using the fact that linearized diffeomorphisms generated by any element of our ASG must map (2.1) onto a solution satisfying (2.5). Consider the metrich ij induced on a t = (constant) slice of (2.1) (in general overbars will denote quantities associated with (2.1)) and its pullback into the bulk spacetime which we callh ab . We also introduce h a i which is the projector from the spacetime onto Σ. If ξ is in our ASG then 12) must vanish as r → ∞ fast enough so thath ij + δ ξhij satisfies (2.5). So, up to terms which vanish at r → ∞, ξ must satisfy First consider a purely spatial vector ξ, i.e. a translation or rotation. From the expressions
we can see that our boundary conditions are preserved by diffeomorphisms along these vector fields.
To see that ξ D preserves our boundary conditions note that
Together with the canonical equations of motion, the boundary conditions (2.5) and (2.8) ensure that £ t preserves Γ(dS k=0 ), and it is straightforward to verify that £ x/ does as well using (2.15). Thus, our boundary conditions are also preserved by ξ D . This completes our proof that the asymptotic symmetry group of Γ(dS k=0 ) is given by the isometries of dS k=0 .
B. Conserved Charges
Our next task is to construct a corresponding set of conserved charges. As described by Regge and Teitelboim [2] , the fact that any such charge H(ξ) must generate diffeomorphisms along ξ implies that H(ξ) is a linear combination of the gravitational constraints determined by the relevant vector field ξ, together with certain surface terms chosen to ensure that the charges have well-defined variations with respect to h ij andπ ij . So long as the boundary conditions are sufficiently strong, the result takes the standard form 17) in terms of the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints
,
In (2.17), 19) κ = 8πG, ∂Σ is the limit of constant r = δ ij x i x j submanifolds in Σ as r → ∞, and σ ij andr i are the induced metric on and the unit normal (in Σ) to ∂Σ.
The boundary conditions are strong enough for (2.17) to hold when general variations of the above boundary terms can be computed by varying only ∆h ij and ∆π ij ; i.e., all other terms in the general variation are too small to contribute in the r → ∞ limit. Power counting shows that this is indeed implied by eqs. (2.5).
Now, naive power counting suggests that (2.17) may diverge. But since (2.5) ensures that the symplectic structure is finite, the equations of motion must conspire to prevent these divergences. This fact is verified in appendix A. We define
Note that in defining Q D we chose signs that would conventionally appear in the definition of an 'energy,' while we defined P j and L jk with signs conventionally chosen in defining momenta. Interestingly, this choice of signs makes Q D negative for the de Sitter-Schwarzschild solution in agreement with [10] .
We may also consider a general Hamiltonian H(∂ t ) for ∂ t defined by lapse and shift of the form (2.5). Power counting and the boundary conditions (2.5) ensure that H(∂ t ) is finite and that it has well-defined variations. The boundary conditions (2.5) and (2.8) ensure that it generates an evolution which preserves the boundary conditions on h ij ,π ij and thus, as noted in footnote 3, that the symplectic structure is conserved. It follows that the above charges are conserved as well.
The conserved charges (2.20) take a particularly simple form when we impose the asymptotic gauge conditions
One may transform to such a gauge from any configuration satisfying (2.5) via the diffeomorphism generated by any vector field ζ which satisfies
We are ensured that ζ generates a gauge transformation as it both vanishes on the boundary (which is clear by power counting) and preserves our boundary conditions (which is
With this choice of gauge the conserved quantities associated with (2.2) take the following simple forms:
We now consider some familiar spacetimes in order to provide further intuition for the constructions above. In particular, for d ≥ 4 we find coordinates in which our phase space contains the de-Sitter Schwarzschild solution and we compute the relevant charges. For d = 3 we consider instead the spinning conical defect spacetimes, which describe gravity coupled to compactly supported matter fields.
In familiar static coordinates the d ≥ 4 de Sitter-Schwarzschild solution takes the form
In the region ρ > we introduce the coordinates (t, {x i }) through the implicit expressions
with the angular variables being related to {x i } in the usual way. After this change of coordinates (2.25) becomes
for r e −t/ . As a result, we find
Comparison with (2.5) shows that (2.28) does indeed lie in the phase space Γ(dS k=0 ).
The linear and angular momenta for this solution vanish by symmetry. Since ∆h ij satisfies the gauge condition (2.21) we may use (2.24a) to calculate the dilation charge. The result is
where γ is the determinant of the metric on the unit S d−2 (so that the volume element
Up to a shift of the zero point of the energy for d = 5 these results agree with the charges computed in [10] using a rather different approach (which did not involve constructing a phase space). One might therefore expect a similar agreement to hold in general, but the situation turns out to be more subtle. We will show in section II D below that the charges of [9, 10] are in fact given precisely by (2.24a), (2.24b), (2.24c) whether or not the conditions (2.21) are imposed.
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Before proceeding with this analysis, we pause to show that expression (2.24a) is generally not equal to Q D when (2.21) fails to hold; i.e. we rule out the possibility that the constraints (or any other general consideration) might force the additional terms in (2.17) to cancel among themselves for ξ D . We show this explicitly by acting on (2.28) with a linearized diffeomorphism generated by
The change in the canonical variables is
Then from (A10) we see that δ ζ Q D = 0, as must be the case for any gauge transformation.
But (2.24a) is now equal to
This differs from (2.30) and is time-dependent. In particular, it diverges as t → ∞. This leads to disagreement with the charges of [10] in a general gauge and shows that their charges generally diverge on Γ(dS k=0 ).
We now turn to the d = 3 spinning conical defect solution [36] with defect angle θ d , which may be written in the form (see e.g. [10] ) 36) where the parameter M = θ d /8πG is the mass that would be assigned to a conical defect in flat space with defect angle θ d [37, 38] . 6 After changing to the coordinates (t, r) defined by Acting on this solution with the diffeomorphism generated by (2.32) and repeating the calculation that led to (2.35) in gives 39) which shows that the charges of [10] diverge on Γ(dS k=0 ) for d = 3 as well.
D. Comparison with Brown-York methods at future infinity
Our discussion above closely followed the classic treatment of [2] . In contrast, refs.
[9, 10] took a rather different approach to the construction of charges in de Sitter gravity.
They considered spacetimes for which the induced metric on future infinity I + (defined by a conformal compactification associated with a given foliation near I + ) agrees with some fixed metric q ij . They then constructed an action S for gravity subject to this Dirichlet-like boundary condition, choosing the boundary terms at future infinity so that variations of the action are well-defined. By analogy with the Brown-York stress tensor of [39] (and with the anti-de Sitter case [40, 41] ), refs. [9, 10] defined a de Sitter 'stress-tensor' τ ij on future infinity through
where the first term results from varying the Einstein-Hilbert action with a GibbonsHawking-like boundary term 1/κ I + √ qK and τ ij ct is the result of varying so-called counterterms added to the action. Given a Killing field ξ i of q ij and any d − 2 surface B in I + , [9, 10] then define a charge Because q ij is fixed, these boundary conditions force the symplectic flux through I + to vanish. So long as all other boundary conditions (e.g., at r = ∞) enforce conservation of symplectic flux, it follows immediately that this flux also vanishes on any Cauchy surface.
As a result, the class of spacetimes for which S is a valid variational principle does not form a phase space (though see [42] for further discussion). On the other hand, as shown in [13] , the charges (2.41) agree with a natural construction that does not require the condition of fixed q ij , but which is instead given by the covariant phase space prescription used by Wald and Zoupas [43] to define charges for the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group in asymptotically flat space [44] [45] [46] [47] . In this context, one takes ξ i above to be an arbitrary vector field on I + (and one generally expects Q ξ (B) to depend on B). Though it is not immediately clear in what sense such charges generate symmetries, this fact nevertheless suggests that the charges (2.41) are of interest even when q ij is not fixed. This is also suggested by the formal analogy with anti-de Sitter space.
In any case, we saw earlier that when B is taken to be i 0 (as defined by figure 1) for k = 0, q ij is taken to be the metric on the surface t = ∞, and ξ a is a generator of asymptotic symmetries for Γ(dS k=0 ), the charges (2.41) coincide with ours (up to a shift of the zero of energy) for the particular cases of d = 4, 5 de Sitter-Schwarzschild and the d = 3 spinning conical defect in appropriate coordinates. It might seem natural to suppose that this equivalence extends to all of Γ(dS k=0 ). Such a correspondence is plausible since near i 0 the boundary conditions for Γ(dS k=0 ) require the spacetime to approach exact de Sitter space and the induced metric on I + becomes approximately fixed. However, the exact manner in which the spacetime approaches dS k=0 at large r turns out to be important. We show below that in d = 3, 4, 5 for generators of our asymptotic symmetries the charges (2.41) actually yield precisely (2.24a), (2.24b), (2.24c) (up to a possible shift of the zero points). They thus agree with our charges when the gauge condition (2.21) holds, but not in complete generality. Indeed, from the discussion at the end of section II B we see that the charges (2.41) generally diverge on our phase space.
We wish to take B to lie at i 0 , which we will think of as the boundary ∂Σ ∞ of the surface
We use the fact that, since any asymptotic symmetry ξ a preserves I + , it defines a vector field ξ
In fact, this ξ i I + is just the t → ∞ limit of the part ξ i of ξ a tangent to Σ as defined by (2.14). We therefore use the notation ξ i for this vector field below. It will further be useful to decompose ξ i into parts normal and tangent to ∂Σ ∞ according to
To compute the counter-term charges we recall from [9, 10] that for d = 3, 4, 5, This is in fact the case, as we now show for d = 4, 5 that the G ij term in (2.43) is independent of (∆h ij , ∆π ij ) and thus yields at most an irrelevant shift of the zero point of the charge 7 . To do so, recall thatr i G ij can be expressed in terms of the Ricci scalar R and the extrinsic curvature of ∂Σ ∞ through the Gauss-Codacci equations. We will work with the pull-back θ ij of this extrinsic curvature to Σ ∞ . 7 By symmetry, such a shift is allowed only for the energy Q D .
In particular, the contribution involving ξ ⊥ is related to the 'radial Hamiltonian constraint'
After expanding h ij =h ij +∆h ij , power counting shows that only the (constant) background term and terms linear in ∆h ij can contribute in the r → ∞ limit. A bit of calculation (given in appendix B) then showŝ 45) where . . . represents both higher order terms (that do not contribute as r → ∞) and pure divergences on ∂Σ ∞ . Power counting again then shows that the non-trivial term in (2.45) vanishes by our boundary conditions.
We now turn to the counter-term contribution involving ξ i , which is a combination of the 'radial momentum constraints':r
where D is the derivative operator associated with σ ij . We now treat the various asymptotic symmetries separately: This term vanishes explicitly for dilations as they have ξ i = 0. For rotations, the symmetry of θ ij and the fact that ξ i is a Killing field of ∂Σ ∞ allow us to bring the factor of ξ i = 0 inside the parentheses and write (2.46) as a total divergence on ∂Σ.
Thus its integral over ∂Σ (a closed manifold) must vanish. Finally for translations we use the fact that ξ i is a conformal Killing vector of ∂Σ to writê
The leading order contribution to this term vanishes upon integration due to the fact that ξ ⊥ is odd. The remaining terms vanish by power counting. It follows that (2.46) makes no contribution to the total charge and we see that, as previously claimed, the charges (2. The dashed line shows a representative (T = constant) slice.
III. THE k = −1 PHASE SPACES
We now construct two phase spaces of d ≥ 3 spacetimes which asymptotically approach the hyperbolic (k = −1) patch of de Sitter space (see figure 2 ) with metric
where X i := δ ij X j . The Killing vectors then take the simple form 'Translations' : ξ
These are precisely the Killing fields of H d−1 and so generate the Lorentz group SO(d−1, 1).
One might thus equally well refer to the hyperbolic 'translations' as boosts.
The first phase space Γ(dS k=−1 ) will be constructed in direct analogy to our treatment for k = 0 in section II. We again consider globally hyperbolic solutions to Einstein's equations in d ≥ 3 spacetime dimensions with positive cosmological constant and topology R d .
Introducing a foliation as before with coordinates (T, {X i }) and a metric of the form (2.4), we define Γ(dS k=−1 ) to contain spacetimes with induced metric h ij canonical momentum π ij , lapse N , and shift N i on a (T = constant) slice Σ which satisfy
for large R with R = δ ij X i X j . The required falloff of h
are most clearly expressed in spherical coordinates,
with θ and φ standing in for any angular coordinates. The symbol O(h
that corrections should be suppressed by an additional power of R. We define
Here we have introduced the metric ω ij on the unit H d−1 :
The definitions (3.5) ensure that ∆h ij = 0 = ∆π ij for dS k=−1 . The boundary conditions (3.3) are sufficient to ensure that, in spherical coordinates,
which makes the symplectic structure (2.11) finite. We will show below that it is also conserved. Thus Γ(dS k=−1 ) is a well-defined phase space. Now, in studying the k = 0 case, we found that our charges simplified when we imposed the asymptotic gauge condition (2.21). In particular, in this gauge our charges agreed with those constructed via counter-term methods. To clean up this discussion, we might have chosen to define a second k = 0 phase space Γ(dS k=0 ) gf by adding (2.21) to the list (2.5) of boundary conditions. 8 While Γ(dS k=0 ) and Γ(dS k=0 ) gf are physically equivalent, each formulation has certain advantages. For example, while full agreement with the counterterm charges of [9, 10, 13] holds only on Γ(dS k=0 ) gf , familiar solutions (e.g. the d = 3 conical defects) were most easily written in the larger phase space Γ(dS k=0 ).
A similar pattern will emerge below for k = −1. For d ≥ 4 we therefore define a second phase space Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf to be the subset of Γ(dS k=−1 ) on which the extra asymptotic gauge condition
holds. Note that for d = 3 the spatial metric h ij has only three components and (3.8)
implies h
(1) ij = 0. For this special case it in fact turns out to be useful to define Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf by imposing both (3.8) and the further asymptotic gauge condition
where h
We will see the utility of this extra condition below. One may verify that the above are valid gauge conditions using precisely the same argument as in section II. Note that we do not require further conditions on ∆π ij for any dimension d.
A. Asymptotic Symmetries
As in the dS k=0 case we know that any element of our ASG must map (3.1) onto a spacetime satisfying (3.3) . This means that the associated vector field must satisfy we project this equation onto a R = (constant) submanifold which gives is isomorphic to the group generated by (3.2). For d = 4, (3.11) has an infinite number of solutions, however we are only interested in those solutions which are globally well defined on the sphere. These solutions form the subgroup P SL(2, C) ∼ = SO(3, 1), which is again isomorphic to the group generated by (3.2). We conclude that our d ≥ 4 ASG can only contain symmetries which asymptotically approach the isometries (3.2). The case d = 3 will be addressed below.
As before, (2.15) shows that our phase space is closed under the isometries of dS k=−1
(noting that ξ ∼ R and ξ ⊥ = 0). So we have shown that the asymptotic symmetry group of Γ(dS k=−1 ) is isomorphic to the isometries of dS k=−1 for d ≥ 4. Using the same technique as in section II B, we obtain conserved charges for the asymptotic symmetries of Γ(dS k=−1 ) and d ≥ 4, 12) which are finite by the boundary conditions (3.3). In (3.12), the notation (∂ j ) k denotes the k-th component of the vector field ∂ j . Since these expressions are necessarily gauge invariant, the same equations can be used on Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf (in which case the ∆h ij terms will not contribute). Furthermore, as for k = 0 one finds that H(∂ T ) is finite, has welldefined variations, and generates an evolution that preserves the boundary conditions (3.3)
on h ij ,π ij . (For k = −1 there is no need to introduce an analogue of (2.8).) So we again conclude that the symplectic structure and the above charges are conserved on Γ(dS k=−1 ), and thus on Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf as well.
The case d = 3 is special due to the infinite-dimensional conformal group in two dimensions. Since the hyperbolic plane is conformally flat, the solutions of (3.10) define two commuting Virasoro algebras formally associated with charges L n andL n for n ∈ Z satisfying L * n =L −n where * denotes complex conjugation and n labels the angular momentum quantum number. The details of the vector fields are given in appendix C. The unfamiliar reality condition is due to the fact that the symmetries of the Lorentz-signature theory gen-erate the 2d Euclidean-signature conformal group and was previous discussed in [31, 32, 34] .
With our conventions, the angular momentum (called L ij above in higher dimensions) is J 0 where J n = (L n +L n ). It is also useful to introduce K n = (L n −L n )/i . We will see below that K 0 captures energy-like information about solutions.
As noted in section II, expression (2.17) is valid only when second order terms in ∆h ij , ∆π ij do not contribute to the variations. In order for this to be guaranteed by power counting for d = 3, we use the gauge freedom to set h
(1) ij = 0. We then find
In choosing sign conventions we have treated J n as a momentum and K n as an energy. Here the condition h
(1) ij = 0 is relevant only to K n and does not affect J n . From the Poincaré disk description of the 2d hyperbolic plane, one readily sees that diffeomorphisms associated with J n preserve the boundary while those associated with K n do not. A careful study of our boundary conditions (3.3) similarly shows that the phase space Γ(dS k=−1 ) is invariant only under the J n . As a result, the asymptotic symmetry group of either Γ(dS k=−1 ) or Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf is given by a single Virasoro algebra Simple power counting shows that J n is finite on Γ(dS k=−1 ), and also that H(∂ T ) is finite, has well-defined variations, and generates an evolution that preserves the boundary conditions (3.3) on h ij ,π ij . It follows that the symplectic structure and the J n charges are conserved on Γ(dS k=−1 ), and thus on Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf as well.
While the K n do not generate asymptotic symmetries, the usual arguments show that they are nevertheless finite on Γ(dS k=−1 ). In general, these "charges" depend both on time and the choice of gauge. But the situation improves further on Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf . There the J n and K n are given by the simple expressions
The constraints and equations of motion then reveal that the components of π ij (2) have precisely the form required to make J n and K n finite, gauge invariant, time independent quantities. The derivation of (3.15) and the details of this further argument are both given in Appendix D. For J n this amounts to a trivial check that our phase space is well defined.
But since the K n do not lie in our ASG, their conservation is an interesting surprise.
We take these observations as motivation to consider further the full 2d conformal algebra.
The associated central charges can be computed as in [4] and turn out to be non-zero: (3.18) so that the left-and right-moving central charges are imaginary complex conjugates in agreement with [32] [33] [34] .
It would be interesting to understand the unitary representations of (3.16) under the appropriate reality conditions. This question was briefly investigated in [32] . However, our analysis suggests that there is an additional subtlety: Because the flows generated by K n are not complete on our classical phase space, "real" elements of the algebra they generate (e.g., This in principle allows representations more general than those considered in [32] , though we will not pursue the details here.
We now study two classes of familiar solutions -the d = 4 Kerr-de Sitter solution and the d = 3 spinning conical defect. We find coordinates for which each solution lies in the phase space Γ(dS k=−1 ) and compute the appropriate charges. We consider the Kerr case (as opposed to just Schwarzschild) since spherical symmetry would force all d = 4 charges to vanish.
Our first task is to transform the standard d = 4 Kerr-de Sitter metric [48] 19) into coordinates for which it satisfies the boundary conditions (3.3).
We proceed by introducing coordinates (s, θ, φ) through the expressions (c.f. appendix B of [3] )
In (t, s, θ, φ) coordinates the metric (3.19) approaches exact de Sitter space in static coordinates as M → 0. We then introduce further coordinates T, R through
Transforming (3.19) to (T, R, θ, φ) coordinates and finally converting from spherical to Cartesian coordinates we obtain a metric which approaches (3.1) when M → 0. The explicit form of the metric is unenlightening but yields ∆h ij , ∆π ij which satisfies (3.3). A similar calculation using the de Sitter-Schwarzschild solution in d ≥ 4 yields fields with h
and which again satisfy (3.3). Thus we see that our phase spaces are non-trivial for d ≥ 4.
Note that in d = 4 the leading order terms in (∆h ij , ∆π ij ) for rotating black holes vanish as a → 0. We expect the same to be true in higher dimensions, though with the rotating solutions still satisfying (3.3).
Returning to the Kerr-de Sitter solution, symmetry implies that the only non vanishing charge is L 12 . From (3.12) we find
This differs from the analogous AdS result [3] only by the expected replacement → i and agrees with the analogous flat space result when → ∞.
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Finally, for d = 3 we once again consider the conical defect solution (2.36) of [4, 10] .
After transforming from static to k = −1 coordinates (through a transformation resembling (3.23)) we find ∆h ij , ∆π ij satisfy (3.3) with h
(1) ij = 0. Thus the transformed solution is in Γ(dS k=−1 ). We find J 0 = aM and a time-dependent value of K 0 . This time-dependence is uninteresting as K 0 is gauge-dependent on Γ(dS k=−1 ). But after making an additional gauge transformation to write the solution as an element of Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf we find the timeindependent value K 0 = −M . Note that this agrees with Q D as computed for the k = 0 version of the conical defect in section II C. As will be clear after we show equivalence to the counter-term charges in section III D below, this is due to the fact that K 0 and Q D correspond to the same element of the Euclidean conformal group on I + .
C. Asymptotically dS k=−1 wormhole spacetimes
We now turn to some more novel spacetimes asymptotic to dS k=−1 . We consider pure Λ > 0 Einstein-Hilbert gravity, for which all solutions are quotients of dS 3 . As noted in [32] , quotients generated by a single group element fall into two classes (up to congujation):
The first leads to the conical defects discussed above. For the 2nd class, the generator of the quotient group can be described simply in terms of the 3+1 Minkowski space M 3,1 into which dS 3 is naturally embedded (as the set of points of proper distance from the origin).
This generator then consists of a simultaneous boost (say, along the z-axis) and a commuting rotation (in the xy plane). This class of quotients was not investigated in [32] , essentially because the resulting spacetimes are not asymptotically dS k=−1 . Indeed, from the point of view of the k = 0 patch the quotient spacetime is naturally interpreted as a cosmological solution in which space is a cylinder (S 1 × R) at each moment of time.
However, in appropriate coordinates this 2nd class of quotients also defines spacetimes asymptotic to the k = −1 patch and which in fact lie in Γ(dS k=−1 ). In this sense our quotient spacetimes may be thought of as Λ > 0 analogues of BTZ black holes [49, 50] .
That the quotient lies in Γ(dS k=−1 ) is easy to see when the quotient generator is a pure boost (i.e., where the commuting rotation is set to zero) in which case the quotient group preserves the appropriate k = −1 patch. Indeed, recall that for non-spinning BTZ black holes the associated quotient on AdS 3 acts separately on each slice of constant global time,
and that such surfaces are two-dimensional hyperbolic space H 2 . Here the T = (constant) slices of (3.1) are also H 2 and we apply the analogous quotient. This amounts to defining new coordinates (R, θ) through 25) and taking θ to be periodic with period 2π. The T = (constant) slices are then topologically S 1 × R and the the metric is
It is evident that (3.26) satisfies (3.3) (in fact, with h
(1) ij = 0) and thus lies in Γ(dS k=−1 ). We refer to (3.26) as a 'wormhole' since on a given constant T surface the θ circle has a minimum size θ 0 sinh(T / ) at R = 0. These solutions have J 0 = 0 and
Although (3.26) does not satisfy (3.9), performing an additional coordinate transformation to write (3.26) as an element of Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf turns out not to change this value of K 0 .
When the commuting rotation is non-zero, the quotient group does not preserve the k = −1 patch of exact dS 3 . Yet it appears that the quotient can nevertheless be considered to lie in Γ(dS k=−1 ). Indeed, assuming a single rotational symmetry it is straightforward to solve the constraints (2.18) to find initial data for wormholes with angular momentum lying in dS k=−1 . For data asymptotic to a T = (constant) surface we find 30) where R ranges over (−∞, +∞) though we must choose α(T, R) > α 0 . The above canonical data satisfies (3.3) with h
(1) ij = 0 so we may readily compute the charges
Again, performing an additional coordinate transformation to write (3.27) as an element of Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf turns out not to change this value of K 0 .
Thus α 0 , θ 0 are constant on any solution (at least when the lapse and shift have the fall off dictated by (3.3)). Indeed, using the Bianchi identities one may show thatJ 0 =K 0 = 0 (as evaluated in one asymptotic region) are precisely the conditions for (3.27) to solve the canonical equations of motion with lapse and shift defined by solving any 3 independent sets of these equations. The resulting lapse and shift can be chosen to satisfy
in one asymptotic region, though for the foliation defined by (3.27) they then diverge in the second asymptotic region. It would be interesting to find a more well-behaved foliation of the spinning wormhole spacetime, or perhaps an analytic solution for the full spacetime metric.
Such a solution can presumeably be found by considering the above-mentioned quotients of dS 3 and taking the size of the commuting rotation to be determined by α 0 .
In the non-spinning case, it is clear that the above construction may be generalized to quotients by groups with more than one generator. In analogy with [51, 52] , one may construct quotients for which the T = (constant) surface (and thus I + ) is an arbitrary Reimann surface with any number of punctures 10 , where each puncture describes an asymptotic region. In particular, one may construct solutions with only a single asymptotic region. We expect that angular momentum may be added to these solutions as above. The solution also depends on a choice of internal moduli when the Riemann surface is not a sphere.
D. Comparison with Brown-York methods at future infinity
We now compare our charges to those obtained in [9, 10] using boundary stress tensors on I + . As for k = 0, these constructions will agree on Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf , but not on all of Γ(dS k=−1 ).
We therefore restrict to Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf for the remainder of this section. All ∆h ij terms then vanish in (2.17) and ∆π ij may be replaced by √ h∆π ij .
We wish to evaluate (2.43) for k = −1. 
The contribution from the radial Hamiltonian constraint is given bŷ
This vanishes explicitly for rotations (for which ζ ⊥ = 0). For translations, (3.36) nicely cancels the second term in the radial Hamiltonian contribution leaving onlŷ
The leading order term vanishes because ζ ⊥ is odd. Power counting now shows that the remaining terms vanish by (3.3).
IV. DISCUSSION
We have constructed phases spaces Γ(dS k=0 ), Γ(dS k=0 In most cases we found an asymptotic symmetry group (ASG) isomorphic to the isometries of dS k=0 or dS k=−1 , though for k = −1 and d = 3 the obvious rotational symmetry was enlarged to a (single) Virasoro algebra in the ASG. Since we do not include a gravitational
Chern-Simons term, the central charge for this case vanishes due to reflection symmetry in the angular direction. While we expect a similar structure to arise for phase spaces asymptotic to general 2+1 dimensional k = −1 Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker cosmologies, we leave such a general study for future work. We also identified a larger algebra containing two Virasoro sub algebras with non-trivial imaginary central charges ±i
2G
in agreement with those expected from [32, 33] and computed in [34] . While the classical reality conditions are those of [31, 32, 34] , the fact that the additional generators K n do not preserve our phase space suggests that corresponding "real" elements of the algebra (e.g., K 0 ) do not define self-adjoint operators at the quantum level. Instead, we expect that these operators behave somewhat like −i ∂ ∂x on the half-line and may have complex eigenvalues.
While the K n charges do not generate symmetries, they are nevertheless gauge invariant and conserved on Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf .
A similar extension to the full Euclidean conformal group may also be allowed for d = 3, k = 0 and perhaps even in higher dimensions. However, reflection and rotation symmetries imply that the additional 'charges' vanish for d = 3 spinning conical defects, for d = 4 Kerrde Sitter, and for rotating de Sitter Myers-Perry black holes in higher dimensions. We have not investigated whether other solutions in our phase space (perhaps a 'moving' black hole?) might lead to non-zero values of such charges.
For both k = 0 and k = −1, our charges agree with those defined in [10, 13] when the latter are computed for our asymptotic Killing fields at the respective i 0 and when the extra conditions defining Γ(dS k=0 ) gf and Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf hold. This establishes that (some of) the charges of [9, 10, 13] generate diffeomorphisms in a well-defined phase space.
It remains to compare our phase spaces with those of [11, 12] . These references studied spacetimes asymptotic to dS k=0 in four spacetime dimensions, so we limit the comparison to our Γ(dS k=0 ) with d = 4. The focus in both [11] and [12] was on proving positive energy theorems associated with a charge Q[∂ t ] defined by the time-translation conformal Killing field ∂ t of dS k=0 . Because ∂ t defines only an asymptotic conformal symmetry, the value of Q[∂ t ] depends on the Cauchy surface on which it is evaluated. I.e., it is time-dependent, and is thus not conserved in the sense in which we use the term here. The boundary conditions of [11] for d = 4 can be stated as follows. Define
and require that there exist a foliation with vanishing shift on which ∆ h ij = O(r −1 ),
. These boundary conditions make Q[∂ t ] finite and allow one to prove that
However, as the authors note, they do not generally make finite the charges associated with the asymptotic Killing fields. In contrast, our boundary conditions were chosen specifically to make such 'Killing charges' finite. Luo et. al. [12] use boundary conditions that are similar to [11] . They require also that a foliation be constructed with
A simple calculation yields
Now in order for Eqs. (2.5) and the boundary conditions of either [11] or [12] to be simultaneously satisfied, we must have at least ∆h ij = ∆ h ij = O(r −2 ). Using the results of [12] (particularly Theorem 4.2) it can be shown that the only globally hyperbolic spacetime which satisfies both sets of boundary conditions on the same foliation is exact de Sitter space in the form (3.1) (up to gauge transformations). 11 Our phase space thus has precisely one point in common with that of either [11] or [12] . It is nevertheless interesting to ask whether the methods of [11, 12] might be used to derive a bound on the charge K 0 for d = 3.
We define
and evaluate the constraints to order r −(d−1) ,
Using these constraints and the known r dependence of χ ij 0 we find
Calculating boundary terms using (2.13), (A1), (A5) and integrations by parts gives 
and
The remaining terms involving χ 1 are finite by simple power counting, providing a manifestly finite expression for our charges:
From this expression we can see that solutions to (2.13) which vanish on ∂Σ are gauge transformations as follows: Any such solution ξ has a Hamiltonian H(ξ) which is identically zero. Using the identity ω(δg, £ ξ g) = δH(ξ) where δg is an arbitrary tangent vector, we see that £ ξ g is a degenerate direction of the symplectic structure for such ξ. Thus any vector ξ which preserves our boundary conditions and vanishes at infinity generates a gauge transformations.
k = −1
With the same notation as above, for k = −1 we havē
To derive (3.36) we use the fact that the translation symmetries are conformal Killing vectors on ∂Σ which satisfy
so 
which, after using (B4) to combine terms, gives (3.37).
Appendix C: ASG of Γ(dS k=−1 ) for d = 3
For d = 3, the solutions to (3.10) are given by ξ θ = n e inθ Rf n (T, R) (C1)
where primes signify R derivatives and f n is the solution to
Using the ansatz
we find that (k) n must satisfy the recursion relation
From this relation we see that n , from which the rest of the series is determined (though as shown in appendix A the terms involving (k<0) n are pure gauge).
Finally, we must specify the time dependence of (1) n and (0) n . We will use this freedom to enforce∇ (T ξ i) ∼ O(R −2 ). This condition is met by
which gives ζ a n = e inθ A n + B n coth(T / )
where here and below . . . denote pure gauge terms.
Now we define ξ Kn by A n = 0 and B n = −in and ξ Jn by A n = 1 and B n = 0
ξ Jn = e inθ − in(n 2 − 1)
The charges L n (L n ) are now given by
which lead to the algebra (3.16).
Appendix D: Finiteness, Gauge Invariance, and Conservation of K n in Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf
Finiteness
First we must show that the expression
is finite. Imposing the constraints on the boundary conditions of Γ(dS k=−1 ) gf we find that
Using these expressions we can show that
Thus we see that the π
RR
(1) term is a pure divergence which vanishes upon integration over the sphere. The remaining term is finite by power counting.
For future reference we note that the constraints also require
so π ij (2) only has two independent components.
Gauge Invariance
Using (2.15) and the fact that h (2) ij is completely fixed by the boundary conditions of Γ(dS k=0 ) gf we see that if ζ generates a gauge transformation on Γ(dS k=0 ) gf , then 
Therefore δ ζ K n = 0.
